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ABSTRACT Accurate and complete educational records are a valuable asset for people. In recent years,

educational records have been digitized. However, there are still two key challenges that have not been

resolved. One is to achieve secure and privacy-preserving storage of educational records, while another

concern how to realize the sharing of educational records and ensure the security of the sharing process.

In this paper, we propose EduRSS, a blockchain-based storage and sharing scheme for educational records

is proposed, which combines blockchain, storage servers, and cryptography techniques to create a reliable

and safe environment. In our proposal, the blockchain technology is used to ensure the security and reliability

of data storage, while the smart contracts on the blockchain are used to regulate the process of storage and

sharing. More precisely, the off-chain storage servers store the original educational records in encrypted

form, while the hash information of the records is stored on the blockchain. The off-chain records are

anchored periodically with the hash information on the blockchain to ensure the security of data storage.

Cryptography techniques are utilized to handle records encryption and messages digital signature. To assess

the effectiveness of EduRSS, we designed and tested a proof of concept of this scheme. The relative security

analysis shows that EduRSS is safe and has a lower computational cost than that of the CP-ABE and the

MA-CPABE schemes.

INDEX TERMS Educational records, blockchain, smart contract, secure storage and sharing.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, for individuals, educational records describe their

education-specific processes. These records are of great

importance for the further study and career of an individual.

The essential attribute of records is primitive, which enables

records to restore the actual historical situation, so these

records are essential to the students themselves, education

institutions and potential employers.With the development of

information technology, educational records have been digi-

tized. Compared with the traditional paper physical records,

digital records are stored on the storage medium which has a

high degree of variability, hence such records could be easily

modified during the processes of storage, transmission, and

sharing.

Centralized storage and management mode is usually

adopted, which makes systems that use this mode vulner-

able to various attacks. Besides, the records of different
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educational stages are stored in separate storage servers of

education institutions and these storage servers are usually

designed to allow access only by internal staff, without any

form of interoperability. Moreover, a server failure could

easily cause a data loss or leakage. Therefore, in order to

protect personal information, institutions usually adopt secu-

rity policies to restrict the access and sharing of records.

However, there is a lack of secure and effective record sharing

mechanisms among institutions. For instance, students may

experience difficulties when they transfer from one institu-

tion to another, while still preserving their completeness of

courses from the previous institution. In cases when students

apply for postgraduate programs in another education insti-

tution, this process requires the provision of past educational

records, such as, courses grades, award certificates and so on,

by which time they have completed the previous stage of edu-

cation, left the previous education institution, etc., but usually,

such students have no access to the online educational records

system. In this case, they have to visit the previous insti-

tution to request a paper copy of their educational records,
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but this process takes a lot of energy and time. Moreover,

if the storage server confronts data tampering, the educational

records are rewritten, then people cannot know his/her true

educational experience from these records. This management

mode lacks flexibility and efficiency, it does not allow to

realize neither the security and reliability of records nor the

sharing and utilization of records. For example, in Febru-

ary 2011, a document containing sensitive information on

13,000 students of Chapman University was accidentally

publicly disclosed [1]. Again, in September 2018, Jiangsu

News Radio reported an important case of student identity

information leaked or used by illegal enterprises, for tax

evasion at Wade College of Changzhou University. With

an initial estimate of more than 2600 students affected [2].

A decentralized solution based on Blockchain [3], [4], which

enables to distribute educational records between different

education institutions, could be effective in solving the above

problems. We remark that public blockchain is not suited in

this case, because educational records are related to personal

privacy and contain sensitive information, such as family

address, age, contact details, etc.Moreover, even if the institu-

tions put encrypted data on the public blockchain, it still will

expose their operation situations and statistical data. There-

fore, the consortium blockchain maintained by educational

institutions is a suitable choice.

Motivated by the above challenges and issues, a secure

storage and sharing scheme for educational records is pro-

posed, named EduRSS. As far as we know, this is one of

the few works that apply blockchain to practice in the field

of education. The main contributions of this study can be

summarized as follows:
• A novel scheme is proposed, which integrates edu-

cational records storage and sharing among education

institutions enabled by blockchain, storage servers and

smart contracts. The blockchain is responsible for ensur-

ing the security and auditability of the data, the smart

contract is used to define the permissions of the records

and to regulate the behaviors of the member nodes.

• A consortium blockchain is constructed, which is

formed by institutions to record educational data in

a verifiable and immutable ledger to guarantee data

auditability. The encrypted data is stored in the storage

server and their hash is put on the blockchain.

• An experimental system based on the EduRSS is imple-

mented, the security analysis shows that the EduRSS

is safe, and experiment results demonstrate that the

EduRSS has a lower cost than that of the CP-ABE and

MA-CPABE schemes.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,

we give an overview of related work. In Section III, we intro-

duce the background necessary to understand the proposed

scheme, such as blockchain transactions and smart contracts.

In Section IV, we describe the design of our proposal, while

in Section V, we provide the details of the proposed scheme

based on blockchain. In Section VI, we describe the imple-

mentation of EduRSS working prototype and analyze the

security of the proposed scheme. Finally, In Section VII,

we present the conclusions and future research directions for

this work.

II. RELATED WORKS

The blockchain is applied in several domains and acts as a

trusted data storage technology. This technology is often used

for information secure storage and information traceability,

because of its decentralized and anti-tampering characteris-

tics. For this reason, a significant research effort is currently

dedicated to this technology. Furthermore, this technology is

finding more and more fields of application.

In the field of digital copyright, several schemes have been

put forward. The authors of [5] present a digital watermark

management system based on smart contracts, this system

adopts non-repudiation of smart contract and blockchain,

to track the use records of files, and recover losses copy-

right holders suffered. A blockchain-based scheme for dig-

ital rights management called DRMChain is proposed [6],

in which two isolated blockchain applications are employed

to respectively store plain and encrypted summary informa-

tion of original digital content. Considering the big size of

content such as image or video, a flexible external storage

scheme of plain/encrypted content is proposed. More pre-

cisely, the original content or files are stored in the database

whilst the information hash is stored in the chain. In the

healthcare field, the work of [7], [8] presents medical records

secure storage and service framework to solve the problems

of personal medical data privacy protection and secure shar-

ing. In the work of [9], blockchain and IoT-based health

management scheme is proposed to serve diabetes patients,

this system can monitor patients remotely and be able to

sense their health, thus, warn them about potentially dan-

gerous situations. The authors of [10], [11] put forward a

secure data storage solution in the power energy field, they all

utilize the blockchain technology to strengthen the protection

of energy data against cyber-attacks. In transportation and

supply chain management, the blockchain technology can

also be applied [12]. In fact, since traditional electric vehicle

charging systems are centralized by design, these systems are

vulnerable to Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks

to the central charging server, then a blockchain-based charg-

ing system has been proposed to solve these problems, this

system provides the security of key, secure mutual authenti-

cation and also provides efficient charging. In [13], in order

to ensure safe and efficient traffic operation, while assess-

ing the trustworthiness of crowdsourced data, the authors

use smart contracts on the blockchain, to eliminate sin-

gle authority over such systems, and finally put forward a

secure and real-time traffic event detection solution. Besides,

there is some research work about improving the security

and reliability of communication data in the network of

vehicles [14], [15]. In the emerging field of Internet of

Things (IoT), the blockchain technology has been widely

used in various scenarios, the authors of [16] design a security

architecture that applies the blockchain technology and the
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software-defined network (SDN) to improve the ability of

IoT to deal with sophisticated cyber-attacks. In [17]–[19],

the research work mainly focuses on the security of data

storage on IoT, and [20] proposes an electric business model

by using the blockchain technology for the IoT.

Blockchain technology can also be applied in the edu-

cation field. Several research works have been carried out,

and some educational institutions have begun to apply such

technology to practical management. The work of [21] pro-

poses a blockchain-based high education credit platform,

with the concept of the European Credit Transfer and Accu-

mulation, this platform should include a globally trusted,

decentralized higher education credit that can offer a glob-

ally unified viewpoint for students and higher education

institutions. Therefore, blockchain technology becomes an

inevitable choice. The authors of [22] propose applying

blockchain for secure storage of personal educational rep-

utation and reward. The authors of [23] introduce the fea-

tures and advantages of blockchain technology and explore

some of the current blockchain applications for education.

In addition, the study presents several potential issues of

applying blockchain technology in education, such as elim-

inating the possibility of modifying educational records for

legitimate reasons. The University of Nicosia is the first

institution that uses the blockchain technology to manage

students’ certificates received from MOOC platforms [24].

Sony Global Education company has developed technology

using blockchain for open sharing of academic proficiency

and progress records [25]. An online learning platform based

on blockchain has been developed by the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology (MIT) [26]. Argentinian College has

applied the blockchain technology to educational data man-

agement [27]. The researchers of Holberton School in San

Francisco announced that they can help employers verify aca-

demic credentials by using the blockchain technology [28].

However, in the field of education, most of the

above-mentioned projects are still in the conceptual stage.

In fact, we have not found any literature about the specific

implementation of blockchain technology in the field of

education. In this work, we describe the design and imple-

mentation of the proposed EduRSS in detail.

III. PRELIMINARIES

In order to better understand the proposed scheme, in this

section, we provide the necessary background concern-

ing the main technologies on which this scheme is based.

Table 1 presents some of the notations used in this paper.

A. TRANSACTIONS ON BLOCKCHAIN

The transaction is the actual business data stored on the

blockchain, the block is formally composed of several con-

firmed transactions, these transactions will be organized

together in the form of Merkle Tree [5]–[8]. Essentially,

the transaction is a signed packet that allows some digital

coins to be transferred from one account to another. Besides,

it can be used to store crucial information, and trigger the

TABLE 1. The descriptions of notations.

TABLE 2. The descriptions of the blockchain transaction parameters.

execution of smart contracts. In detail, in this work we use

Ethereum where the structure of a transaction is mainly com-

posed of the following parameters: an account that initiated

the transaction, the received address, gas, gas price, block-

Hash, block number and the additional data field, etc. The

detail descriptions of the transaction parameters are shown

in Table 2.

In this work, the additional data field is used to store the

hash of records. Figure 1 shows the detailed logical flow

for processing a transaction. In detail, the main steps of this

interaction process can be described as follows:

• All nodes should run on the P2P network. When a node

sends a transaction to the blockchain, all of the member

nodes will receive the transaction, and this is called the

broadcast process of the transaction.

• All the nodes receiving the transaction need to check

this transaction and determine whether it is a legal trans-

action, then the legal transaction will be put into the

transactions pool.

• All of the miner nodes compete for the accounting right

of the transaction based on the consensus algorithm.

• After the transaction is packaged into a block by the

selected miner node, the block copy is sent in broad-

casted to the whole network, then nodes verify whether

the block is legal or not.
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FIGURE 1. The detailed logical flow for processing a transaction.

• When the block is confirmed, then the transactionwill be

included in the blockchain, and all nodes in blockchain

will save the backup of the current blockchain.

B. DISTRIBUTED CONSENSUS

The blockchain is based on the P2P network where each

network node will undertake the tasks of network routing,

transaction verification, the discovery of new nodes and so

on. The miner nodes in the blockchain need to compete for

accounting authority for transactions, which is dependent on

the consensus algorithm employed by the blockchain. Several

common consensus algorithms have been proposed:

• Proof-of-Work (PoW): The PoW algorithm is first used

in Bitcoin, which selects an accounting node by the

competition of computing power. Nodes based on their

computing power to compete with each other to solve

a complex but easy to verify SHA256 mathematical

problem, the nodewhich first solves the problemwill get

the accounting authority. However, a lot of mathematical

computing will lead to high energy-consuming.

• Proof-of-Stake(PoS): To solve the problem of energy-

consuming in PoW. The PoS algorithm proposes to

obtain accounting authority according to the asset of

nodes rather than the computing power. For example,

the Peercoin system adopts a consensus algorithm based

on coinage, and nodes with long coinage will be more

likely to obtain the accounting authority.

• Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT): It is a

fault-tolerant technique in the distributed system. The

process of PBFT mainly consists of three stages: pre-

prepare, prepare and commit. The algorithm can reach

consensus quickly, but this algorithm had better not to

employed by the public blockchain because more nodes

lead to more communication delay. So, it is usually suit-

able for the consortium blockchain, such as Hyperledger

Fabric, due to the relatively small number of nodes.

C. SMART CONTRACTS

The smart contract is the digital form of the traditional con-

tract and defines the rules that the participants should follow.

As a concept, the smart contract has been proposed for more

than 20 years, until the blockchain emerges, providing an

environment for the promotion of smart contracts. Most of

the current blockchain systems, including Bitcoin, Ethereum,

and Hyperledger Fabric, support smart contracts. From the

perspective of the runtime environment, smart contracts can

be divided into Script type and Turing Complete type.

• The Bitcoin system allows for the definition of simple

transaction logic bywriting stack-based opcodes, known

as bitcoin scripts.

• Ethereum provides a smart contract platform based on

Turing Complete language (Solidity, Serpent) and it

is the first Turing Complete smart contract. Ethereum

system provides Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM).The

contract runs inside the EVM. Ethereum users write

smart contract code in a specific language and compile

it into EVM bytecode to run.

• Hyperledger Fabric provides another Turing Complete

smart contract, a language-independent smart contract,

in which smart contract code can be written in any pro-

gramming language, is then compiled by the compiler

and packaged into a Docker image, using the container

as the runtime environment. TuringCompletemeans that

any operational logic can be implemented.

In this work, the used smart contracts are all Turing

Complete-based, the smart contracts provide the possibility to

define complex logic on the blockchain.While the blockchain

environment ensures the authenticity and uniqueness of the

results of the smart contract execution.

IV. SYSTEM MODEL

A. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The proposed scheme based on blockchain provides effi-

cient records storage, sharing, and certification, which is

composed of education institutions, consortium blockchain,

storage server, and the framework service.

Education Institutions: As the entities corresponding to the

blockchain member nodes, educational institutions are the

main body of data storage and sharing on the blockchain.

Consortium Blockchain: The used consortium blockchain

is responsible for storing the summary information of

encrypted records. Again, Ethereum is adopted to implement

the consortium blockchain. The smart contracts are deployed

to control the storage and retrieval of data.

Storage Server: The original records and files are

encrypted and stored in the storage server. The MongoDB

database is chosen as the storage server to efficiently store

and retrieve data and support encrypted storage of files.

The Framework Service: Contains a set of available func-

tional modules, does not store any recorded information and

provides services to nodes or users in the form of RESTful

APIs.

The proposed scheme can be deeply integrated into the

storage and management of educational records. An archi-

tectural overview of the proposed scheme can be found

in Figure 2.
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FIGURE 2. Overview of the architecture of the EduRSS.

B. BLOCKCHAIN NETWORK FOR STORAGE AND SHARING

In this work, we use Ethereum to implement the consortium

blockchain, which includes N ⊆ {1, 2, 3, . . . , n} member

nodes for records storage and sharing. These nodes can be

divided into two categories.

• Full Nodes: The so-called full node is actually a node

that synchronizes all blockchain data, including various

block bodies, transaction lists and other related informa-

tion.These nodes require higher computing and storage

capabilities for the workstations.

• Light Nodes: The light nodes do not participate in

downloading and maintaining the blockchain general

ledger, but onlymaintain the block headers of the current

blockchain and such nodes usually do not participate in

the competition for accounting rights. Furthermore, such

nodes have low computation and storage requirements

for the workstations, and they are more suitable for

mobile terminals and embedded devices.

Note that each node will save the view of the general

ledger. They are responsible for receiving and broadcasting

the transaction requests.

C. CERTIFICATE AUTHORITY (CA)

Any education institution that attempts to join the blockchain

network has to set up a blockchain node. In order to main-

tain the security of the network, an identity authentication

mechanism is introduced into the scheme. More precisely,

each institution registers to the CA and obtains its public and

private keys. Besides, the official information of institutions

will be stored in the CA. Assuming that there could be some

malicious nodes in the system, if a node files a reasonable

complaint about a malicious node, then the CA could disclose

the identity of the malicious node and sanctions this node.

This role of the CA does not conflict with the blockchain

because it serves as a key initializer and a mediation for

the interaction between the external node and the blockchain

member nodes.

D. BASIC ALGORITHMS

The phases of the proposed scheme are implemented through

the use of several algorithms. In this subsection, we make a

rough description of these algorithms:

Setup(1k ,U(X )) → (PK(X ), SK(X )): This algorithm is

used to generate the public and private keys of institutions.

In detail, the RSA Or ECC algorithm is used to carry out

this process. Such an algorithm is executed by the institution

itself and it takes as input the security parameters k and the

universal set U of attributes as input. Setup algorithm returns

as output the pair of keys PK(X ) and SK(X ), where the former

represents the public key of the record owner, whereas the

latter denotes the private key of the record owner.

Encrypt(SK(X ),PT(P)) → CT(P): This encryption algo-

rithm is used to encrypt the plain text of the record. Using

the record owner’s private key SK(X ) as the encryption key,

the method is often used to encrypt the educational records.

PT(P) represents the plaintext characterizing an educational

record, while CT(P) represents the ciphertext returned as out-

put by the encryption algorithm and P refers to an educational

record.

Decrypt(CT(P),PK(X )) → PT(P): This decryption algo-

rithm is usually executed by member nodes on the

blockchain. CT(P) represents the ciphertext of P received by

the member node, PK(X ) represents the public key of the

record owner. To carry out the decryption process, the receiv-

ing node of CT(P) needs to keep the public key of the record

owner node. After the decryption, the plain text PT(P) will be

obtained.

calculateHash(P)→ S(P): This algorithm is used to calcu-

late the hash value of record P. SHA-3 hash function family

can be used to obtain summaries of records in this process.

This algorithm is executed by the record owner node. S(P)
represents the final hash value.

sendtoCA(CT(P),PK(X ),CON(CA)) → AuthInfo(X ): This

algorithm will be deployed on the blockchain so as to send

the authentication information of EDI(X ) to the CA node.

sendTransaction(data) → TxId : This algorithm is used

as one of the interaction approaches between applications

and blockchain. It can be called by member nodes to store

records in the form of transactions. TxId represents the ID of

the transaction that stores the data.

getTransaction(TxId) → TX : This algorithm is executed

by member nodes for only member nodes that have permis-

sions to access the blockchain. TxId represents the transaction

ID to obtain the corresponding transaction object TX .

VoteforJoin(OF(X ),AgreeOrNot): A node needs to obtain

the voting approval of other member nodes in the pro-

cess of joining the blockchain network. This algorithm pro-

vides a voting method for the joining process. OF(X ) rep-
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FIGURE 3. The flow chart of the institutions joining process.

resents the institution’s official information, OF(X ) will be

reviewed by member nodes on the blockchain. The input

parameter AgreeOrNot represents its attitude to the OF(X ),

the value can be either true or false, denoting ‘‘in favor’’ or

‘‘against’’, respectively. The voting information is encrypted

by the PK(CA), and this algorithm is provided by the smart

contract.

GetVoteResult(OF(X ), SK(CA))→ VRT(X ): This algorithm

is executed by the CA node to obtain the voting results of

OF(X ), SK(CA) represents the private key of the CA node and

it is used to decrypt the voting results. VRT(X ) refers to the

final results of the voting process. This algorithm determines

whether a node can join the blockchain.

SetupMemNodes(CERT(X )): When the EDI(X ) obtains the

certificate CERT(X ), this algorithm is invoked to implement

the settings of member nodes.

Signature(P) → Sig(P): This algorithm is used to gener-

ate a digital signature, which is usually used for messages

authentication.

V. PROPOSED SCHEME

A. INSTITUTIONS JOINING PROCESS

Any new institution attempts to join the blockchain network

using the framework service to generate its public and private

keys. In this process, the CA is responsible for mediation

during the interaction between the external node and the

blockchain member nodes. Figure 3 shows the process with

detailed steps as follows.

Phase1: Request to join the network.

Step1: EDI(X ) sends its joining request to the CA, then the

CA uses the setup algorithm to generate public and private

keys: Setup(1k ,U(X ))→ (PK(X ), SK(X )).

Step2: EDI(X ) encrypts its OF(X ):

Encrypt(SK(X ),OF(X )) → CT(OF(X )) and sends the

encrypted information CT(OF(X )) to the CA:

sendtoCA(CT(OF(X )),PK(X ),CON(CA))→ AuthInfo(X ).

Step3: After the CA node has decrypted the CT(OF(X )) by

the PK(X ), the CA node verifies the AuthInfo(X ). Then the CA

uses its own private key SK(CA) to encrypt the obtainedOF(X ):

Encrypt(SK(CA),OF(X )) → CT(OF(X )). Finally, the

CT(OF(X )) will be distributed to member nodes of the consor-

tium blockchain.

Phase2: Vote for the joining request.

Step1: When member nodes of the blockchain have

received the CT(OF(X )), they use the PK(CA) to decrypt the

CT(OF(X )) and obtain a copy of the OF(X ).

Step2: Each member will independently verify the

received the CT(OF(X )), especially officially certified agency

certificates, organization codes, etc.

Step3: Each member votes on the join request,

calls the deployed smart contract IISC(Institution Infor-

mation Smart Contract), and run the ABI: Votefor-

Join(OF(X ),AgreeOrNot).

Phase3: Set up member nodes.

Step1:The result of voting VRT(X ) will be obtained by run-

ning the deployed contract:GetVoteResult(OF(X ), SK(CA))→

VRT(X ). Then the CA determines whether the EDI(X ) can join
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the blockchain network based on the voting result VRT(X ).

Specifically, for the EDI(X ), only more than two-thirds of the

member institutions are in favor of its joining request can it

be allowed to join the network.

Step2: The CA can only send a setup instruction CERT(X )
to (we call it certificate) to the EDI(X ). The CERT(X ) should

include the information necessary to set up a member node,

such as genesis block configurations (like genesis.json and

the networkid).

Step3: The EDI(X ) completes the setting of the member

node according to the CERT(X ): SetupMemNodes(CERT(X ))

and then invokes the initInstitutionMap of the IISC contract

to register its official information OF(X ).

After completing the above three phases, then the EDI(X )
becomes a legitimate member node. To ensure the security,

only member nodes can use the services provided by the

model, such as saving and sharing records.

1) SMART CONTRACT DESIGN FOR IISC

IISC smart contract is employed in the joining pro-

cess, the smart contract is compiled and deployed on the

blockchain to control the behaviors of nodes.

IISC construction: Some state variables and a structure are

defined when the contract is deployed.

• The public key of the institution PK(X ) acts as the iden-

tity of the institution and it is recorded as PublicKey,

PublicKey is then used as the index of the institution

information.

• When a member node is successfully set up, a unique

blockchain account address will be assigned, this

address is used as the communication address between

member nodes and it is recorded as BlockAddress.

Besides, all account addresses that call smart contracts

are recorded as msg.sender .

• Mapping is a map storage structure of key-value pairs

used in the smart contract. The mapping relationship

between PublicKey and institution information should

be stored. Therefore, we define a mapping type variable,

named PubKeyInstitutionInfoMap to record the relation-

ship.

• The contract defines a structure, named InstitutionInfo

and the InstitutionInfo is used to store institution-related

information, such as institution certificate and organiza-

tion code.

There are two main functional interfaces in the IISC con-

tract listed as follows:

initInstitutionMap(InstitutionInfo,PublicKey): This func-

tion describes the process of establishing the mapping rela-

tionship between the PublicKey and the InstitutionInfo.

It can only be executed by the member nodes to initial-

ize its official information and store the information by the

IISC contract.

isExistInstitution(PublicKey): This function is called to

check if the specific institution’s information exists on

the blockchain. The input PublicKey is the identity of the

Algorithm 1 initInstitutionMap (InsitutionInfo,PublicKey)

Input: InsitutionInfo is the object of institution informa-

tion, PublicKey is the public key of an institution.

Output: boolean.

1: if msg.sender is not the BlockAddress of the institution

then

2: return false;

3: end if

4: PubKeyInstitutionInfoMap← InstitutionInfo

5: return true;

Algorithm 2 isExistInstitution (PublicKey)

Input: PublicKey

Output: boolean.

1: if PublicKey is NULL then

2: return false;

3: end if

4: For(skey in keys(PubKeyInstitutionInfoMap)) do

5: if PublicKey == skey then

6: return true;

7: end if

8: End For

9: return false;

institution and the output is boolean. In fact, we can check

whether the institution exists on the blockchain by checking

whether its PublicKey exists in the PublicKeyInstitutionInfo

Map.

B. BLOCKCHAIN-ENABLED SECURE DATA STORAGE

The storage process is based on the blockchain techniques

and storage servers. The transaction object on the blockchain

is used to store the summaries of records, while the original

records and files will be stored in the storage server after

being encrypted. The decentralized environment provided

by the blockchain ensures that stored summaries are not

illegally tampered with. The original records stored in the

storage server are periodically calibrated with the data on the

blockchain to ensure security. Figure 4 illustrates the storage

process.

In this process, only member nodes have the abil-

ity to store records, IISC contract is used to authenti-

cate the storage request. When the EDI(X ) attempts to

send a request, the definition of the request is shown in

Eq. (1):

SR(X ) = {PK(X ),TimeStamp(now), Sig} (1)

where PK(X ) denotes to the public key of the EDI(X ),

TimeStamp(now) is the current UNIX time, Sig denotes the

digital signature of the request.

Another important thing is how to effectively control the

access permissions of the stored records. A record access

permissions control contract, named RPCC, is used to define

the permissions of record, RPCC contract is responsible to
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FIGURE 4. The illustration of the storage process.

establish the mapping relationship between record summary

and its access permissions.

Specifically, the storage process is shown in Figure 4.

In detail, the storage process works as follows:

Step1: The storage request SR(X ) is sent from the EDI(X ).

PK∗(X ), TimeStamp
∗
(now), and Sig∗ will be extracted from

the received request SR∗(X ). SR
∗
(X ) will be verified by: Sig-

nature(PK∗(X ),TimeStamp
∗
(now)) → Sig(new), and checking

whether Sig∗ == Sig(new). If SR
∗
(X ) is a legitimate request,

then the IISC contract will be called to identify PK∗(X ) by:

isExistInstitution(PK∗(X )).

Step2: RD(X ) is a record that needs to be stored, first to be

encrypted:Encrypt(SK(X ),PT(RD(X )))→ CT(RD(X )),CT(RD(X ))

should be sent and stored in the Storage Server.

Step3: The summary of the CT(RD(X )) could be calcu-

lated as follows: calculateHash(CT(RD(X ))) → S(RD(X )), and

S(RD(X )) will be stored on the blockchain by sending a trans-

action: sendTransaction(S(RD(X )))→ TxId .

Step4: The RPCC contract will be called by the EDI(X ),

so as to initialize the access permissions of the RD(X ).

RPCC is deployed for setting the access permissions of

records in this process. The default permissions is that no

one can access the record except the record owner. RPCC is

responsible to establish the mapping relationship between the

record summary and its access permissions, the structure of

this mapping is shown in Figure 5.

RPCC construction: The contract defines some state vari-

ables and a data structure when it is deployed.

The summary content S(RD(X )) is the unique identity of the

RD(X ), and it is recorded as RdHash. RdHash is the unique

index of record information stored in RPCC.

The mapping relationship between RdHash and its access

permissions should be stored in this contract, a mapping type

variable RdPermissionMap is used to store such a relation-

ship.

This contract defines a structure to store the access permis-

sions information of record, can be recorded as Permission-

Info, the detail design of the PermissionInfo is as follows:

FIGURE 5. The structure of the RdPermissionMap.

TABLE 3. The meanings of PermissionType.

typedefine <Struct> PermissionInfo {

RdId :String,

RdHash:String,

RdPermissions :Address[],

PermissionType:int

}.

In the PermissionInfo structure, an address array RdPer-

missions is defined to store the BlockAddress of a member

node that allows access to the record. In fact, the elements

in the RdPermissions are dynamically changed because there

are cases where institutions join or exit the blockchain net-

work. Furthermore, PermissionType in the structure is used

to represent the permission type of record. The meanings of

PermissionType are shown in Table 3.

RPCC provides a series of callable interfaces, the main two

functions are listed as follows:

Alg. 3 shows the process of authorizing and revoking

access permissions for a specified member node. Firstly,

we should make sure that the PermissionInfo corresponding

to RdHash already exists on the blockchain. Secondly, if the

value of Op is equal to ‘‘add’’, then we need to clarify the

record PermissionType, and add the input BlockAddress into

the corresponding RdPermissions. Note that if the current

PermissionType is restricted to the record owner, then grant-

ing access permissions to other member nodes is unsuc-

cessful. Finally, if we attempt to revoke the permission of

a specific BlockAddress, we can do this by removing the

BlockAddress from the corresponding RdPermissions.
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Algorithm 3 updateRdPermissions (RdHash,BlockAddress,

Op)

Input: RdHash is the identity of record,

BlockAddress is the blockchain address of the mem-

ber node.

Op is the operation type, its value can be ‘‘add’’ or

‘‘delete’’.

Output: boolean.

1: ifRdHash does not existORBlockAddress does not exist

then

2: return false;

3: end if

4: if RdPermissionMap[RdHash] does not exist then

5: return false;

6: end if

7: if Op == ‘‘add’’ then

8: if RdPermissionMap[RdHash].PermissionType == 1

then

9: return true;

10: end if

11: if RdPermissionMap[RdHash].PermissionType ==

0 then

12: return false;

13: end if

14: RdPermissionMap[RdHash].RdPermissions.

add(BlockAddress)

15: return true;

16: end if

17: if Op == ‘‘delete’’ then

18: if BlockAddress in RdPermissions then

19: RdPermissionMap[RdHash].RdPermissions.

remove(BlockAddress)

20: return true;

21: end if

22: return false;

23: end if

Alg. 4 provides us with an approach to verify whether a

member node has the access permissions on a stored record.

In detail, the first thing to do is to determine whether the

record information exists in the blockchain, and if Permis-

sionType means that all nodes have permissions or all nodes

have no permissions, it can return a certain result to the

caller. Finally, if PermissionType cannot determine the return

result, it needs to retrieve the input BlockAddress in the

RdPermissions.

C. BLOCKCHAIN-ENABLED SECURE DATA SHARING

Traditionally, educational records are stored in different sep-

arate data centers of institutions, for security policies or

privacy reasons, these records are difficult to share with

other institutions. In some cases, when a student trans-

fers to another institution, his/her educational records at

the previous institution may be lost, in the absence of a

Algorithm 4 isExistPermission (RdHash,BlockAddress)

Input: RdHash as the identity of record, BlockAddress is

the blockchain address of member node.

Output: boolean.

1: ifRdHash does not existORBlockAddress does not exist

then

2: return false;

3: end if

4: if RdPermissionMap[RdHash] does not exist then

5: return false;

6: end if

7: if RdPermissionMap[RdHash].PermissionType == 1

then

8: return true;

9: end if

10: if RdPermissionMap[RdHash].PermissionType == 0

then

11: return false;

12: end if

13: For address in RdPermissionMap[RdHash].

RdPermissions do

14: if address == BlockAddress then

15: return true;

16: end if

17: End For

18: return false;

FIGURE 6. The description of sharing process.

proper data-sharing scheme. The sharing scheme of edu-

cational records proposed in this work refers to achieve a

state of secure and reliable sharing of educational records,

and this sharing operation usually takes place between

nodes on the blockchain(legitimate member nodes). Figure 6

shows the steps involved in the sharing process. Moreover,

to track the sharing status of records, a smart contract is

employed, named RSSC. Important intermediate information

in the sharing process is stored in RSSC to coordinate the

behaviors of all involved nodes.

Without loss of generality, assuming such a scenario,

EDI(A) shares a record RD(A) with EDI(B) as described
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in Figure 6, the sharing process can be divided into

four phases: Initialization, Confirmation, Transmission and

Storage.

1) INITIALIZATION PHASE

A sharing request SHR(A) is sent by EDI(A) through the frame-

work service. The sharing request can be defined in Eq. (2):

SHR(A) = {PK(A),FAddr,DAddr,TS(now), Sig} (2)

where the public key PK(A), the blockaddress of initiator

FAddr and the destination addressDAddr will all be packaged

into a sharing request.

The received request, referred to as SHR∗(A), then the

SHR∗(A) will be parsed as follows: UnPack(SHR∗(A)) →

{PK∗(A),FAddr
∗,DAddr∗,TS∗(now), Sig

∗}. In detail, the SHR∗(A)
will be verified as follows:

Signature(PK∗(A),FAddr
∗,DAddr∗,TS∗(now)) → Sig(now),

and checking whether Sig∗ == Sig(now). If SHR
∗
(A) is a

legitimate request package, then FAddr∗ and DAddr∗ should

be verified if they are valid blockchain addresses.

In detail, the IISC contract is called to verify the received

addresses as follows:

{FAddr∗,DAddr∗} → IISC , the verify interface will be

invoked: Vrfyaddr ([FAddr∗,DAddr∗]). If Vrfyaddr ([FAddr∗,

DAddr∗]) == true then the received FAddr∗ and DAddr∗

are both valid addresses on the blockchain.

At the end of this phase, the shared information of this

process should be recorded in the blockchain, and the cur-

rent state should be set as ‘‘initial’’. The data structure

that stores the shared information should be defined as

follows:

typedefine <Struct> SharingInfo {

RdId :String,

RdHash:String,

FromAddress:Address,

DestinationAddress:Address,

SharingStatus:String,

ShareKey:String

}.

RdId is defined as the ID of the storage data used to retrieve

the record in the storage servers, FromAddress records the

BlockAddress of the record owner and DestinationAddress

is the BlockAddress of the node that will receive the record

during the process. While the variable SharingStatus records

the status of the sharing process, including ‘‘initial’’, ‘‘con-

firmed’’, ‘‘transmit’’, ‘‘complete’’, which correspond to the

four phases of the sharing process. ShareKey is defined as the

record owner’s public key and the ShareKey is used to decrypt

the shared record.

RSSC contract provides an interface to store SharingInfo in

the blockchain. The details are shown in Algorithm 5.

2) CONFIRMATION PHASE

One key issue that needs to be considered is whether

EDI(B) has access permission to the document RD(A).

Moreover, the RPCC contract can be used to confirm

Algorithm 5 addSharingInfo (FAddr,DAddr, Status)

Input: FAddr as the blockchain address of the

record owner,

DAddr refers to the destination blockchain address,

Status refers to the current sharing status.

Output: boolean.

1: ifRdHash does not existORBlockAddress does not exist

then

2: return false;

3: end if

4: if RdSharingMap[RdHash] does not exist then

5: RdSharingMap[RdHash]← ArrSharingInfo;

6: end if

7: SharingInfo← InitSharingInfo(FAddr,DAddr, Status);

8: RdSharingMap[RdHash].add(SharingInfo);

9: return true;

the access permission of EDI(B). To carry out this task,

the isExistPermission(RdHash(RD(A)),DAddr
∗) is used.More

precisely, if the isExistPermission runs as the output of true,

this means that EDI(B) already has the permission; otherwise,

the EDI(A) needs to confirm whether to grant permissions to

EDI(B).

After determining that EDI(B) has access permission

to the RD(A), the interface updateSharingStatus provided

by RSSC should be called to update the current sharing

status.

3) TRANSMISSION PHASE

The transmission phase refers to the transmission of the

shared recordRD(A), which requires the participants to collab-

orate. After EDI(B) gets the permissions of RD(A), the process

can enter the transmission phase.

EDI(A) notifies EDI(B) to call the RSSC contract by broad-

casting a synchronization message in a secure manner, and

the synchronization is shown in Eq. (3):

SYN = {RdHash,FAddr,DAddr,TS(now), Sig} (3)

where SYN(B) should be encrypted by PK(B) to ensure that it

can only be parsed by EDI(B):

Encrypt(PK(B),PT(SYN(B)))→ CT(SYN(B)). Again, Sig(PK(B))

is used to verify the integrity of SYN(B). In detail, Sig(PK(B)) is

calculated as follows:

calculateHash(SYN(B))→ S(SYN(B)),

Signature(PK(B), S(SYN(B)))→ Sig(PK(B)).

The RSSC contract is called by EDI(B), and the necessary

information for the next steps will be obtained. RdHash and

RdId are used to retrieve CT(RD(A)), while ShareKey is used to

decryptCT(RD(A)). Algorithm 6 shows how to get the Sharing-

Info.

EDI(B) has acquired CT(RD(A)) through a secure chan-

nel(e.g., through HTTPS), while RdHash, RdId are used as

retrieval parameters. Finally, the storage server of EDI(A)
feedbacks CT(RD(A)) to EDI(B).
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FIGURE 7. The flow chart of the sharing process.

4) STORAGE PHASE

The obtained CT(RD(A)) should be stored by EDI(B) in its own

local storage server. CT(RD(A)) should be first decrypted by

PK(A):Decrypt(PK(A),CT(RD(A)))→ PT(RD(A)), thenPT(RD(A))

will be encrypted by EDI(B):

Encrypt(SK(B),PT(RD(A)))→ CT(RD(B))

CT(RD(A)) will eventually be stored in the storage server of

EDI(B).

After completing the above steps, it means that the sharing

of the record RD(A) has been completed, RSSC contract will

be called, and the sharing status is updated to ‘‘complete’’.

Figure 7 shows the detailed process of the above phases.

5) RSSC CONSTRUCTION

Some state variables of the contract and a data structure are

defined in this contract.

The record hash is defined as a contract state variable,

which represents the unique identity of the record to be shared

and should be recorded as RdHash.

Since a record may contain multiple pieces of shared infor-

mation, an array of the SharingInfo type should be defined to

store all the shared information for the same record. The array

is recorded as ArrSharingInfo.

The mapping relationship between RdHash and Arr-

SharingInfo represents the information about all the sharing

processes of the record. RdHash is the index of the mapping,

thus a mapping type variable RdSharingMap is used to store

the relationship.

Several callable interfaces are provided by RSSC. Here,

we just introduce the following main interface:

Alg. 6 provides us with an approach to get the SharingInfo.

Considering that during the sharing process, the node of the

destination address needs to obtain record sharing informa-

tion belonging to it, such as hash and ID values of the shared

Algorithm 6 getSharingInfo (RdHash,BlockAddress)

Input: RdHash is the identity of record, BlockAddress is

the destination address.

Output: SharingInfo.

1: ifRdHash does not existORBlockAddress does not exist

then

2: return Null;

3: end if

4: if RdSharingMap[RdHash] does not exist then

5: return Null;

6: end if

7: RdSharingMap[RdHash]→ arrSharingRd ;

8: For sharingInfo in arrSharingRd do

9: if sharingInfo.DestinationAddress ==

BlockAddress then

10: return sharingInfo;

11: end if

12: End for

13: return Null;

record. In Alg. 6 we define the approach for obtaining the

shared information in detail.

D. ANTI-TAMPERING INSPECTION BASED ON

BLOCKCHAIN

There is a situation in which educational records in insti-

tutions’ storage servers are tampered with and will only be

found when it is proofread with the data in the blockchain.

The tampered records stored in the storage server for a long

time will be a security risk. In order to detect tampering in

time, an anti-tampering check mechanism is introduced into

the scheme, anchoring the off-chain records with their hash

stored in the chain with this mechanism. The design of the
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FIGURE 8. An overview of the anti-tampering check mechanism.

mechanism contains two aspects: the triggering of the mech-

anism and the design of the specific inspection procedure.

The triggering of the mechanism refers to trigger the

execution inspection procedure when the defined conditions

are satisfied.Time-based inspections and event-based inspec-

tions are commonly used. The time-based inspections are

performed by setting a timing program that triggers the

inspection procedure at a specified time point or interval. For

instance, the inspection procedure can be set to be triggered

every day at 19:00 or every week. While the event-based

inspections trigger inspection execution based on whether

a defined event has occurred. Specifically, we can define a

trigger program in the storage server that triggers the inspec-

tion procedure based on the modification or deletion events.

In this work, both time-based and event-based are adopted to

trigger the inspection procedure. An overview of the proposed

mechanism is shown in Figure 8.

In terms of the design of the inspection procedure, by com-

paring the hash of the current record with the hash previ-

ously stored in the blockchain, it is determined whether the

processed record is legitimate, due to the non-tamperable

characteristics of the blockchain. This procedure is analyzed

as follows.

CT(RD(X )) as an encrypted form of RD(X ) is stored in its

Storage Server and it is selected as the record to be ver-

ified. The TxId of the transaction that stores the hash of

RD(X ) is obtained from the Storage Server. The PTRD(X )

will be obtained by: Decrypt(CT(RD(X )),PK(X ))→ PT(RD(X )),

then the current hash of RD(X ) is calculated: calculateHash

(PT(RD(X )))→ S∗(RD(X ))
, TX as the transaction object of RD(X )

will be obtained by getTransaction(TxId) → TX . Finally,

the procedure verifies the validity of RD(X ) by checking

whether S∗(RD(X ))
equals to the stored hash.

Since the consortium chain has fewer nodes in the network

at the beginning stage, the defense capability against the col-

lusion attack is low. Therefore, how to adequately protect the

data of the consortium chain needs to be considered. Owing to

the public chain hasmore nodes, its decentralization is higher,

and data protection is achieved by periodically anchoring the

snapshot of the consortium chain to the public chain, thus we

TABLE 4. The runtime environment configurations.

FIGURE 9. The configuration management interface.

can realize a protection chain from the public chain to the

consortium chain and then to the storage server.

VI. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION OF EDURSS

A. EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT AND TRIAL SYSTEM

Based on the proposed EduRSS scheme, an EduRSS trial sys-

tem is developed and implemented. In detail, Alibaba Cloud

platform has been chosen as our computing platform due to

its excellent scalability and reliability. About 12 Ethereum

nodes have been deployed to support the operation of the

platform. In this trail system, Ethereum is used to provide a

decentralized environment. Both the hardware and software

testing environments are described in Table 4. The main GUI

designs of the platform are shown in Figures 9-11.

The smart contract is an important part of the trial system.

We developed the smart contracts (including IISC, RPCC

and RSSC contracts mentioned in the above sections) by

the Solidity language. Moreover, the Truffle framework is

employed as a development platform for smart contracts

in this work. The Truffle framework is an Ethereum-like

blockchain simulation platform, we can compile and deploy

the smart contracts in this platform. After completing the

test of the smart contracts, we migrate these contracts to our

trial system. In detail, these contracts act as interfaces for

data storage and verification. Furthermore, the Ganache GUI

client is used to monitor the running status of the blockchain,

so we can intuitively know the running information
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FIGURE 10. The detailed recording interface.

FIGURE 11. The basic user information management interface.

of the current blockchain from the provided GUI client

(See Figures 12-13).

B. SECURITY ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED SCHEME

In this section, we provide a security analysis to evaluate

the security and robustness of the scheme, several common

attacks have been considered and the impact of each of them

on the scheme is analyzed.

1) SYBIL ATTACK

Sybil attack is commonly used to attack the P2P network.

In the P2P network, the same data usually needs to be backed

up tomultiple distributed nodes. If there is amalicious node in

the network, and such node forges multiple identities through

virtualization technology. As a result, the data that needs to

be backed up to multiple nodes to be spoofed backup to the

same malicious node (the malicious node masquerades as

multiple identities). Finally, the malicious node can control

the network to some extent. Since the blockchain is based on

the P2P network, preventing Sybil attack is something that

must be considered.

FIGURE 12. The information of the deployed contracts.

FIGURE 13. The information of the submited transactions.

However, in the proposed EduRSS scheme, if a node

attempts to join the network, its official information should

be provided. Such information is usually unique, contains the

official authorization, and can be used to identify the node.

Moreover, other nodes in the network will review the infor-

mation and vote for the join request. To verify our analysis,

we have selected a legitimate node in the trial system, use

VirtualBox 6.0 to create a virtual computer on this selected

node, and forge another identity try to join the blockchain

network. But the result is a failure, because the forged identity

cannot be authenticated. Therefore, it is difficult to forge

multiple identities for each node, and there is no advantage

to be gained via a Sybil attack.

2) HOSTAGE BYTE ATTACK

The hostage byte attack is an attack against distributed stor-

age where malicious nodes in EduRSS refuse to transfer

records or portions of records, especially during the nodes

synchronization process of the blockchain, such nodes usu-

ally attempt to extort additional payments.

One of the practical approaches to defense such kind of

attack is the use of redundant storage. In fact, data nodes

reduce the probability of being attacked by multiple backups

to other nodes. Since full nodes in the blockchain will back
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up all the data of the entire network, the attacked node can

acquire data from other full nodes, so the number of full

nodes determines the ability to resist the attack. Therefore,

maintaining a certain proportion of full nodes can effectively

cope with attacks initiated by some malicious nodes. Finally,

with the help of the network analysis tool WireShark 3.0.1,

we have verified our analysis of hostage byte attack.

3) COLLUSION TAMPER ATTACK

Once a transaction is successfully committed to the

blockchain, such a transaction will be distributed and stored

in each node. However, in such cases, more than half of the

nodes collude to tamper with the stored transaction data at

the beginning stage of the blockchain network. In fact, this

attack could be achieved when the number of member nodes

is small.

Therefore, the EduRSS scheme periodically anchors the

data of the consortium chain to the public Ethereum. Due

to a large number of nodes and blocks in the public chain,

the possibility of colluding to tamper is small. The anchored

data on the public chain protect the data on the consortium

chain, and data on the consortium chain protect the data stored

on the local data center. Hence, such a data protection chain

will reduce the possibility of collusion tamper.

4) REPLAY ATTACK

Replay attack is a typical cyber attack in the P2P network.

In fact, the attacker achieves identities camouflage by inter-

cepting and replaying messages from a specific host. The

consortium blockchain is based on the P2P network, each

node acts as both the server and client. Therefore, it is

still necessary to consider the replay attack in our proposed

scheme.

Assume that there are a normal user U , a server S, and an

attacker T in the network.Mu represents the plaintext of U ’s

message. E(Yu)(M ) refers to the signature message of user U .

E(Ku)(M ) refers to the message encrypted by user U ’s private

key Ku, T (U ) indicates that the attacker T pretends to be the

user U .

The attacker T should obtain specific access permissions

of the blockchain network. Without the access permissions,

it can neither intercept messages of nodes nor interact with

nodes on the blockchain network. Therefore, T should have

the basic functions of common users, that is to say, T

should maintain the public keys of other nodes and send

and receive messages normally on the network as follows:

T → S : E(Yt )(E(K(t))(Mt )), S → T : E(Ys)(E(K(s))(Ms)).

If the attacker T has intercepted the message Mu: U →

T (S) : E(Yu)(E(K(u))(Mu)), in this case, a replay attack can be

initiated by the attacker T , after obtaining theMu, T pretends

to be the user U , and send the Mu to the server S: T (U ) →

S : E(Yu)(E(K(u))(Mu)). Finally, the attacker T receives Ms as:

S → T (U ) : E(Ys)(E(K(s))(Ms)). But as mentioned above,

only summary information is stored in the blockchain, soMs

contains summary information, and T can not recover the

detail information through the summary information.

If the attacker T pretends to be server S, and sends a

message Mt to U : T (S) → U : E(Yt )(E(K(t))(Mt )), where T

can only encrypt M with its own private key Kt . However,

the user U can not decrypt the signed message using the

public key of server S. Based on the above analysis, we use

Ettercap 0.8.3 as the simulation tool of a replay attack. After

the verification of simulation attacks, it is proved that our

scheme can defend against such an attack.

5) ATTACK AGAINST THE CONSENSUS ALGORITHM

The consortium blockchain is utilized to realize decentralized

storage. Usually, an attacker attacks the consensus algorithm

to achieve the purpose of tampering with block data. In this

work PoW as an example of analyzing potential security

risks, the attack model proposed in [29] is employed to

analyze the attack process. Considering such a scenario if

there is a malicious node in the blockchain that modifies the

data stored in a block on its node, the malicious node links

the modified block to form a chain by competing for new

blocks. In this way, there are two versions of the chain in the

blockchain, namely, the honest chain and the modified chain.

The longest chain will eventually be chosen as the main chain

and the shorter chainwill be discarded, that is, if themalicious

node wants to tamper successfully, it must make the modified

chain become the longest chain.

The process of competing length between the honest chain

and the modified chain can be described using Binomial Ran-

dom Walk. Assume the length between the modified chain

and the honest chain differs by z blocks, the modified chain

becomes the longer chain and succeeded in making up for

the distance gap, then the possibility of this process can be

approximately considered as Gambler’s Ruin problem. The

probability can be calculated as Eq. (4).

z = block distance between the honest chain and the mod-

ified chain.

p = probability the honest chain gets the next new block.

q= probability the modified chain gets the next new block.

p and q represent the probability of mutually exclusive

events and p + q = 1.

qz = probability the modified chain catch up from z blocks

behind.

qz =

{

1, p <= q

(q/p)z, p > q
(4)

Assuming the blockchain generates a new block per the

average expected time, the extended length of the modified

chain will be a Poisson distribution. We multiply the Poisson

density by the probability of the modified chain catch up

from. The probability can be calculated as Eq. (5).

pa =

∞
∑

k=0

λke−λ

k!
∗

{

(q/p)(z−k), k 6 z

1, k > z
(5)

The simulation is carried out by Matlab. As shown

in Figure 14, when the probability q of the attacking node
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FIGURE 14. Data tampering success probability of the proposed scheme.

obtaining the accounting right is constant, with the block dis-

tance z increases, the probability pa shows a slow downward

trend. When the block gap z is the same, pa shows a rapid

upward trend with the increase of p. When p = 0.5 or more,

that is to say, when the modifiers have mastered more than

50% computing power. Only on this condition, it is possible to

control all the data of the entire blockchain and break through

the consensus algorithm. Therefore, an appropriate increase

in block distance z can defend against tampering attacks.

C. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

1) LOAD TEST ANALYSIS

The hash information of the educational records is added to

the blockchain through EduRSS. Block generation and data

submission are set to asynchronous, so the consensus time

between member nodes can be ignored. Besides, the educa-

tional records of different periods are selected respectively.

The evaluation indicators used in this test are the minimum

response time (Min), the average response time (Avg) and

the maximum response time (Max). The load test is based on

the Apache JMeter 5.2. We have simulated 200, 400, 600 and

800 virtual institutions by setting the corresponding number

of threads. Moreover, for each thread, the number of storage

requests is set to a random integer between 1 and 50.

The results are shown in Figure 15. The x-axis denotes the

number of virtual institutions, while the y-axis represents the

response time for the storage request. As can be observed

from this figure, with the increase of the virtual institutions,

the response time also increases significantly. More precisely,

when the number of virtual institutions is from 200 to 800,

the response time includes the minimum, the average and

themaximum all increase accordingly. Overall, themaximum

response time is still less than 10ms.

2) COMPARISON TO TRADITIONAL SCHEME

Ciphertext Policy Attribute-Based Encryption (CP-ABE) is

a typical encryption technique in cloud storage and shar-

ing environments. Compared with the traditional public-key

encryption system (e.g., identity-based encryption IBE),

FIGURE 15. The load test results of the proposed scheme.

TABLE 5. Comparison between the CP-ABE, the MA-CPABE and the
proposed scheme.

CP-ABE does not take the unique identification information

as the user identity but uses multiple attributes (e.g., attribute

sets) to identify the user, which enhances the description.

CP-ABE implements access control based on the attribute

granularity.

The traditional storage sharing scheme is generally

based on a cloud storage solution using CP-ABE (based

on single-authority) or MA-CPABE (based on multi-

authority) [30], [31]. Compared with the CP-ABE and the

MA-CPABE, the proposed scheme is tamper-proof and has

privacy protection and secure storage. Besides, the storage

scheme based on CP-ABE or MA-CPABE usually relies on a

trusted third party [32], but our proposed scheme will not.

Table 5 shows the comparison between the CP-ABE, the

MA-CPABE and the proposed scheme.

Under the same hardware and software configuration con-

ditions, the computational cost of the above schemes is com-

pared. Figures 16-17 present the results.

In Figure 16, the attributes of the experimental record

are limited to the same, the abscissa is the number of data

packages, the ordinate is expressed as the running time of

encryption and storage time.With the increase of the received

data packages, the computational cost of all schemes is grad-

ually increasing and eventually becoming stable. Overall,

the computational cost of all schemes is close to each other,

but when the amount of data packages increases to a certain

extent, the processing efficiency of our schemewill be higher.

In Figure 17, the abscissa represents the number of
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FIGURE 16. Runtime under different number of data packages.

FIGURE 17. Runtime under different number of attributes.

encrypted attributes, the ordinate is the same as Figure 16 for

encryption and storage time. The number of packages pro-

cessed by the three schemes is limited consistent. Simi-

larly, the run time of all schemes increases as the attributes

increases. In this experiment, the CP-ABE scheme and

the MA-CPABE scheme both adopt attribute-based pol-

icy encryption, in particular, the MA-CPABE is based on

four attribute authorities. Our proposed scheme does not

require attribute granularity encryption. As can be seen from

Figure 17, the computational cost of the proposed scheme is

much lower than that of the other two schemes.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Aiming at the need for protection and sharing of educational

records, a secure storage and sharing scheme based on the

blockchain, referred to as EduRSS is proposed in this paper.

In our proposal, the integrity and security of the data can

be ensured by the consortium chain between institutions.

A distributed institution authentication mechanism is pro-

posed to ensure the security of blockchain nodes. Secure

Storage is achieved by combining Blockchain and Storage

Server. For records sharing, to achieve cross-institutional

sharing of educational records, smart contracts are intro-

duced, the permissions of record and the records of the

sharing process are managed by smart contracts on the

blockchain. Finally, an anti-tampering inspection mechanism

is employed to protect records in the storage server. In theory,

the proposed scheme with higher security, efficiency, and

credibility, but further research works are still needed.

• We still need a secure platform to manage these smart

contracts in use. Since many smart contracts have been

applied in our scheme and there may be more in the

future, there is a need for a professional platform for

deploying, scheduling, and managing smart contracts.

In addition, the security of smart contracts is one of our

main focus for future research.

• More functions need to be introduced into the frame-

work, such as support for educational record certifica-

tion of external institutions or employers, and encrypted

retrieval of educational records.

• The storage of the off-chain data in our scheme depends

on the centralized storage server. In the future, decen-

tralized storage technologies such as the InterPlanetary

File System (IPFS) and Storj will be used.
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